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Archangel Zadkiel w/Ascended Master St. Germaine speak through Master Lady Kira Raa:
YES! Indeed! WE...ARE...HERE.
We offer you a Hello! A Welcome! How do YOU...DO...indeed! Today! We offer to YOU...a
great message of Divine consecration. The freedom that anchors in the true embrace of
Oneness.
In the true embrace of Oneness, and the freedom that comes forward as you consecrate the
Oneness within, there is no longer an imperative. Within the consecration the energy of all
imperatives become...indeed...erased.
We offer this as a way of saying Hello. Indeed there is much for you to be able to Move...BE...
and DO...at this time. To Move. To BE! To DO!
Releasing All-ness
Beloved ones! Often within this realm of density, is the opportunity to simply want to embrace
one aspect, of one sense of BEing, in a perception of Oneness.
Beloved children of All! YOU have been expanding on a journey of Divine All-ness and lovingly
moving forward-backward- forward-backward1, sometimes you may get seasick, no? Yes! As
you go forward and backward, oftentimes this is in a great reclamation.
In the reclamation of the experience of All-ness, and in the experience of All-ness, as ALL
must, indeed, be present in ALL consciousness, ALL expression, ALL expansion...then ALL IS
discovered, recognized, and experienced for ALL.
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This is a direct reference to the Concentric Dimensionality of this moment. The ability to call forward the time as circular and stand
in the center rather than succumb to the distraction.
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IT IS...an ALL-encompassing time, is it not? To understand the ALL. Indeed! As you understand
the ALL, what arises is the movement that the All-ness represents.
The Divine Movement of All-ness
All-ness is movement. All-ness is motion. All-ness is an experience of wholeness in many
ways. All-ness is an expression of Divine presence, expanding, expanding, expanding,
expanding, expanding2. In All-ness, there is constant motion.
Light IS...ALL-ways...moving and expanding ever more brilliantly. In the expression and
expansiveness of the All-ness, in the movement of All-ness, ALL arise. This is a great gift! Is it
not? To move!
To move as YOU...ARE... in this movement. There are many ways that this movement comes
forward for thee, in many realms.
Often the movement of density has concrete expressions, does it not? To simply move your
feet and open your eyes. To be present with the movement that YOU...ARE...is to open a
Divine movement, a Divine consecrated area, a light expansion, a portal of illumination that
ever expands, ever opens, ever brightens, ALL that is with thee.
The Discernment Between All-ness and Oneness
To move...to BE Divine motion...opens a great expansionary presence through the recognition
of the ALL-ness.
You see, IT...IS...a wondrous journey of All-ness.
THIS IS truly where one becomes Oneness.
THIS IS an expression or discernment, that is important and power-full in your world:
The discernment between All-ness and Oneness.
In the discernment between All-ness and Oneness, All-ness is an expansionary energy of Divine
movement that brings forward presence of BEingness.
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The reference of inserting the world expanding in exactly five times is a call to the remembrance of our eternal nature. The five as
the Ascended SA Ankh presence of eternal life.
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This offers the Self, the little I, the peace and presence to BE. Beloved ones! Consciousness...in
the expressionary expansion of Oneness...is a delight that is found in this world through the
FULL expression of the All-ness.
IT IS...important...to sit with the Self and call forward Allness. To Experience the Allness.
The Polar Shift of Relationship
How do you experience All-ness?
Do you experience All-ness with judgment for the experience?
Do you experience judgment of the All-ness of another?
Does the chaotic energy that perhaps is here for an expression of All-ness offer to you an
opportunity to express ever more?
Many at this time in your world are experiencing great, great, great polar shifts of relationship.
Many are waiting for the Earth polar to change. Look at the relationships!
We offer this as many are in the polar shift of relationship. Relationship is becoming, indeed,
a Divine partnership in the All-ness expanding, thereby bringing it ALL into Oneness.
How does this express with you? How does this express through you? Many are completing
one relationship as part of their All-ness expression. IT...IS...good.
There are others who say: “Enough of this, must be in Oneness right now!” And so, IT...IS.
There are others who are confused. They say, “Can’t get in, can’t get out, don’t know what to
do.” IT...IS...OK.
Beloved ones! We discuss with you the polar shift of relationship because, indeed, as All-ness
has begun the return to Oneness, ALL expression is in a rapidly accelerated time frame3. As the
linear time of this world becomes less and less predictable4, your soul energy is invoking and
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This is a stunning confirmation of the timing of the unlocking of this specific insoulment! The Equinox of March 2021, further
accelerated the energy of AMPLIFICATION. Confirmation of the timing to unlock the energy of this message.
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inviting a greater expression of Oneness. ALL aspects of this de-light-full form of density are
quickly accelerating.
Consecrating Into Oneness
As ALL aspects are accelerating, YOU...ARE...indeed, accelerating through ALL aspects of Allness. With reunifying consecration into Oneness...every-thing you are not clear about or
centered within, will abundantly manifest before thee. Abundantly! Yes!
IT...IS...a gift to look at how abundant YOU...ARE! In many ways. There are multitudes of polar
shifts occurring now. On many levels and in many energies and worlds, beloved ones.
YOU...ARE...are at the time of great reunification.
What does it mean to consecrate? What does it mean to be present in Oneness when you
have spent eons in All-ness?
We offer you this gift. If you have been one way all of this lifetime, let us use the example of
your hair. We love this example, how fun! If your hair is predominantly one way, it offers a
sense of comfort, does it not? Many find comfort in the way they wear their hair, cut their
hair, style their hair, don’t have hair, so much around hair!
You become accustomed to one way or another with the hair.
What if this was your soul journey? Do you like that one style for a long time? You have been
in the All-ness style for quite a long time. Suddenly you re-cognize you cannot wear this style
anymore. What happens? You get a new hairdresser! This is what happens! As you
experiment, you might have to go through two or three before you like the style again. Yes!
Clarity and ONENESS
Beloved ones! YOU...ARE...at the time of great, great, great, great, great5 experimentation.
YOU...ARE...ALL...trying on the consecrated energy of Oneness.
This is not an Indi-vid-u-will experience. IT...IS. IT simply IS. As YOU...ARE...IT...IS.
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Once again we are reminded of the eternal nature of this moment through the emphasis of the five mentions of the “time” being
“great”. A call to the consciousness that remembers it “self”.
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As you are in motion, and these shifts walk through ALL the energies of your experience of
this lifetime...now, are you able to gaze into the consecrated Oneness of your presence?
When you gaze at another, are you able to re-cognize Oneness?
ONENESS.
Beloved children! To re-cognize Oneness is the first step. To BE...is another. Be patient. This
has been...and IS...All-ways, a great and glorious journey. This great and glorious journey has
been moving in motion for eons of time.
It is a great gift in this what you call year 20076 to bring great clarity to yourselves. Beloved
children! Immediately re-cognize your clarity by the abundance that is in your life...now!
This comes in many ways.
Your abundance is a direct reflection of your clarity.
The word abundance is a good place to begin. Get clear on what that means and how that is
an expression of reunification in your world and life...now.
In this Divine moment of presence, indeed, there is a storm approaching in your world.
IT...IS...the glorious storm of reunification.
In this abundant time, clarity is your gift. In your clarity is Oneness. If, indeed, you feel
befuddled, ask where, or how, or am I seeking clarity? Beloved children, your clarity is the
energy of All-ness, is found from ALL, is it not?
What do you think? What should I do? How should I do it? Tell me what to do? I don’t know
what to do? Should I do that? I don’t know. That is ALL the expression of seeking clarity, is it
not?
Everybody else is doing it, might as well do it! This is an All-ness experience.
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The unlocking of this insoulment in 2021 is the call to the clarity that is illuminating through the unified field of the Planetary
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In All-ness you are a constant seeker. You seek to seek. You search to search. Your clarity
impedes your knowing when you search to search.
Beloved ones, in the energy of Oneness, re-cognize that the Universal truth that has always
been and will always be is the YOU that has all-ways been and will all-ways BE! This is very,
very clear. This is Oneness! When clarity arises from you. When you walk in that clarity
without need for affirmation and without need for expectation. Free from the desire to ask
others to affirm your choice. You simply walk with your choice and are present.
Consecrating Oneness, Releasing Allness
We invite you to bring your hand to your heart. And as you bring your hand to your heart, ask
your-self, is there resistance to bringing my hand to my heart?
As you have your hand at your heart, close your eyes if you are comfortable, and ask your
beloved heart of Oneness, what is the gift now that is mine to claim? And listen!
Beloved heart of Oneness, what is the gift to be claimed now, right now in this moment?
Yes! THIS...IS...a consecration. To bring the hand to the heart! To connect with the energy of
Oneness! To ask for the gift! To trust enough to receive the gift and feel the joyous gratitude
of this connection. THAT...IS...a consecration.
Breathe. Yes. Now let us play.
Bring your hands to your belly. Is it tight? Pay attention. Your bellies, beloved ones, are releasing the energy of All-ness in your physical bodies7. As you are integrating Oneness, your
bellies are releasing the Allness. Many will find great challenges in this area during this time.
As you bring your hands to your belly, let us offer the belly a gift. Close your eyes if you wish.
Call forward with your divine authority the following:
Beloved belly! Beloved body offering the great gift of All-ness and expansion in so many
beautiful ways, offer me now the gift from All-ness that is mine to receive.
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This is an energy that is directed at the third chakra and the containment of your mastery empowerment.
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Take in a deep, deep Avesa breath as you relax your hands, and ignite your Star Consciousness
into its full Unified Expression.
When we receive the gift of All-ness from the belly as we receive the gift of Oneness from the
heart, we enter into a state of Unified Clarity8.
The next time a decision is before you seeking greater clarity, simply in this one moment bring
your hand to your heart and receive the message of Oneness. Bring your hand to your belly
and receive the gift of All-ness. Call forward the unification of the two, and then look at your
question again.
Beloved ones!
IT...IS... a great and power-full time as you enter into the cycle of Oneness. ALL of your
calendars are ending! Within the Oneness they are superfluous.
Beloved children!
KNOW...how Divinely Loved YOU...ARE. This is a power-full time! A very power-full time!
Before you now is a great turn of the wheel or a cycle. We invite thee to often celebrate that
YOU...ARE...HERE...right now. That YOU...ARE...clear.
By celebrating your clarity, you are clear! Even if the mind says, why should I celebrate?
You tell the mind...because I...AM...clear!
Abundant Love. Namaste.
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This is the state of the Mastery Presence of the Yoga of Self-Ascension. Where the third chakra is fully empowered to BE with the
physical expression of the soul in form. And the Mastery Presence is fully embodied to support this stabilization.
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